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The application of automated correlation optimized warping (ACOW) to the correction of retention time shift in the chromatographic 
fingerprints of Radix Puerariae thomsonii (RPT) was investigated. Twenty-seven samples were extracted from 9 batches of RPT 
products. The fingerprints of the 27 samples were established by the HPLC method. Because there is a retention time shift in the 
established fingerprints, the quality of these samples cannot be correctly evaluated by using similarity estimation and principal 
component analysis (PCA). Thus, the ACOW method was used to align these fingerprints. In the ACOW procedure, the warping 
parameters, which have a significant influence on the alignment result, were optimized by an automated algorithm. After correcting the 
retention time shift, the quality of these RPT samples was correctly evaluated by similarity estimation and PCA. It is demonstrated that 
ACOW is a practical method for aligning the chromatographic fingerprints of RPT. The combination of ACOW, similarity estimation, 
and PCA is shown to be a promising method for evaluating the quality of Traditional Chinese Medicine.

Keywords: automated correlation optimized warping; chromatographic fingerprint; Radix Puerariae thomsonii; principal component 
analysis; similarity estimation.

INTRODUCTION 

Chromatographic fingerprint has been commonly applied to the 
quality evaluation of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM).1-3 It is 
believed that regarding the chromatogram of a TCM as its fingerprint 
is reasonable and practicable, because chromatogram can reflect 
the “chemical integrities”, namely all the chemical information, of 
a TCM.1,3-5 The quality evaluation of TCM is usually achieved by 
analyzing the chromatographic fingerprint of TCM with chemometric 
methods, such as similarity estimation, cluster analysis and principal 
component analysis (PCA).1,4-13 However, the retention time shift, 
which is inevitable in chromatography,4,5 is a significant impediment 
against analyzing the chromatographic fingerprint of TCM with these 
chemometric methods.11 When the retention time shift occurs, it is 
hardly to get correct evaluation results.4 Consequently, it is necessary 
to correct the retention time shift prior to evaluating the quality of 
TCM according to its fingerprint.14-16 

Several warping methods have already been proposed for cor-
recting chromatographic retention time shift. These methods achieve 
the correction of retention time shift by warping the chromatogra-
ms.1,5,14-26 Chromatographic profiles will be changed in the warping. 
Changing the profile of a chromatogram means changing the chemical 
information within it. When using these warping methods to align 
the chromatographic fingerprints of TCM, there is the risk of unrea-
sonably changing the chemical information in the fingerprints. If the 
fingerprints are inappropriately changed, the quality of TCM might 
be incorrectly evaluated. Thus, it is necessary to investigate whether a 
warping method is suitable for aligning chromatographic fingerprints 
of TCM prior to the quality evaluation. Up to now, some warping 
methods have been applied to aligning chromatographic fingerprints 
of TCM.5,17,25,26 However, the preservation of chromatographic profiles 
has not been paid adequate attention in these researches. Recently, 

Skov et al.24 proposed an automated correlation optimized warping 
(ACOW) method, in which both correcting the retention time shift 
and preserving the chromatographic profiles are taken into account. 
This approach provides an automated algorithm for optimizing the 
warping parameters. The aim of optimizing warping parameters is 
achieving the satisfactory correction of retention time shift while 
simultaneously changing the chromatographic profiles as small as 
possible. This will decrease the risk of unreasonable warping. Another 
advantage of ACOW is that it is a quantitative, standardized and fast 
method. This will overcome a drawback of traditional correlation 
optimized warping (COW) method: the optimization of warping 
parameters is usually subjective, empirical and time-consuming.5,16,24 
It seems that ACOW is a promising method to align chromatographic 
fingerprints when evaluating the quality of TCM. However, it has 
never been applied to this research field. Therefore, the application 
of ACOW to aligning the chromatographic fingerprints of Radix 
Puerariae thomsonii was investigated in this study. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Plant material and reagents

Nine batches of authentic Radix Pueraria thomsonii products 
were purchased from nine pharmaceutical stores. The summary of 
these products is shown in Table 1. The standard sample of Radix 
Pueraria thomsonii was purchased from National Institute for the 
Control of Pharmaceutical and Biological Products (China).

Methanol (HPLC grade, Kermel Co. Ltd., Tianjin, China), aceto-
nitrile (HPLC grade, Hanbang Co. Ltd., Jiangsu, China) and double 
distilled water were used to prepare mobile phase.

Instruments

All the chromatograms were collected from Shimadzu 
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LC-10ATvp high performance liquid chromatography equipped 
with a Shimadzu SPD-10A vp diode array detector (Shimadzu Co. 
Ltd., Japan).

Sample preparation

Raw RPT sample was ground into powder at first. 0.4 g of the 
powder was accurately weighed and extracted using an ultrasonator 
with 50 mL of 30% methanol for 30 min. After centrifugation for 
5 min, the upper solution was filtered with 0.2 μm filter membrane. 
Then, the solution was diluted in a 50 mL volumetric flask. Three 
sample solutions were extracted from each batch of RPT product by 
replicating this procedure three times, generating a total of 27 sample 
solutions. Additionally, one sample solution was extracted from the 
standard RPT sample by using this approach.

Chromatographic procedure

Column: Kromasil5-C18 (4.6 mm × 150 mm, 5 μm, Hanbang 
Co. Ltd., Jiangsu, China); Injection volume: 20 μL; flow rate: 0.6 
mL min−1; Column temperature: 35 °C; Mobile phase: Water(A) and 
solvent (B). Solvent (B) comprises methanol and acetonitrile (70/30, 
v/v) solution with the linear gradient elution program of 20 – 55% 
solvent (B) for 0 – 50 min. The detection wavelength was 320 nm.

Validation of extraction and HPLC method

The reproducibility of the extraction method was investigated 
through six replicate sample solutions which are extracted from one 

RPT sample. Six replicate analyses of one sample solution were 
carried out to assess the repeatability of HPLC method. The stabi-
lity of sample solutions was tested with a sample solution every 2 
hours in 12 hours. For recovery test, known amounts of puerarin and 
daidzein standards were added to sample solutions. Their amounts 
were quantified by the developed HPLC method and the recovery of 
puerarin and daidzein were calculated.

Software and dataset

All data processing was done with subroutines developed in 
Matlab (Ver. 7.0). The input matrix of PCA was constructed by 
assembling chromatographic data as row vectors. The input matrix 
was mean centered in the PCA procedure.

Chemometric method

Correlation optimized warping19,24 achieves the correction of 
retention time shift by warping the chromatographic profiles. The 
correction can be achieved without the chemical information of the 
samples being analyzed and the resolution of each peak in chro-
matograms. The algorithm aligns a sample chromatogram towards 
a target chromatogram (also known as reference chromatogram) 
by warping the sample chromatogram, namely piecewise linear 
stretching and compressing of the sample chromatogram. In the 
procedure of COW, the sample chromatogram x, and the target 
chromatogram, T, are divided into several segments which is defined 
by a user-specified parameter called segment length. Then, these 
segments are warped, meaning their length is stretched or shortened 
by shifting the position of its end points a limited number of points 
which is defined by the parameter slack size. When the length of 
warped segment in the sample chromatogram and that of target 
chromatogram is different, the former is linearly interpolated to the 
same number of points as the latter. Obviously, segment length and 
slack size have significant influence on the result of COW. We need 
optimize the two parameters when using COW approach. Besides 
the two parameters, target chromatogram also has influence on 
the result of COW. Thus, selecting a proper target chromatogram 
is also important in COW. Usually, the two parameters and target 
chromatogram is empirically selected. This is a subjective method 
and is not fit for the quality evaluation of TCM.

Skov et al. proposed ACOW approach in their article.24 This 
approach provides an automated and quantitative algorithm for 
optimizing the warping parameters and selecting the target chro-
matogram. It is a standardized, objective and automated approach. 
The algorithm for optimizing segment length and slack size is 
based on three indices: simplicity, peak factor and warping effect. 
Simplicity is used to measure how well a set of chromatograms is 
aligned. It is defined as:

 (1)

where X is the matrix of the chromatograms to be aligned, x(i,j) is 
the element of matrix X, and SVD denotes the singular value decom-
position. The value of simplicity ranges from 0 to 1. The larger value 
of simplicity means the better alignment.

Peak factor is defined as Eq.2:

  (0 ≤ peak factor ≤ 1)

 

Table 1. Details about Radix Pueraria Thomsonii samples

No. of 
samples

Products 
(group)

Plant origins 
(Province)

Pharmaceutical stores

A1

A Sichuan(1)
Xi’an Po Chi Tang Chinese 

Medicine supermarket, Xi’an
A2

A3

B1

B Sichuan(2)
Lanzhou Hui Ren Tang phar-

maceutical company, Lanzhou
B2

B3

C1

C Anhui
Xi’an Yi Kang pharmaceutical 

supermarket, Xi’an
C2

C3

D1

D Shanxi
Jiangsu Pharmaceutical com-

pany, Nanjing
D2

D3

E1

E Guangdong
Guangzhou Guangming 
ginseng antler company, 

Guangzhou
E2

E3

F1

F Zhejiang
Xi’an Traditional Chinese 
Medicine company, Xi’an

F2

F3

G1

G Henan
Zhengzhou Tong Ren Pharma-

ceutical store,
G2

G3

H1

H Jiangsu
Pharmacy of Bengbu hospital, 

Bengbu
H2

H3

I1

I Jiangxi
Xi’an civil pharmaceutical 

store, Xi’an
I2

I3
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 (2)

In Eq.2, x(i) and xw(i) is the original and the warped chromato-
gram respectively. ||x(i)|| is the Euclidian length for x(i). Peak factor 
is introduced to quantitatively indicate the change of a chromatogram 
in the warping procedure. The larger value means the smaller change 
of the peak area and shape in the warped chromatogram.

The aim of retention time shift correction is aligning chromatogra-
ms while preserving the profiles as much as possible. The simplicity 
and peak factor should be taken into account at the same time when 
optimizing segment length and slack size. Hence, warping effect is 
defined as the combination of simplicity and peak factor:

 Warping effect = simplicity + peak factor (3)

Obviously, warping effect can quantitatively measure the result of 
alignment. The largest value of warping effect corresponds to the best 
alignment. Thus, optimizing segment length and slack size means ma-
ximizing warping effect. Skov et al.24 suggested the optimal searching 

range of segment length should be from  to
 

. And the searching range of slack size is 

usually 1 to 15 for HPLC data. The discrete-coordinates simplex-like 
optimization routine algorithm24 is used to search the optimal segment 
length and slack size.

The approach for selecting the target chromatogram is based on 
the similarity index, which is the product of correlation coefficients 
between all individual chromatograms. For a chromatogram xt, its 
similarity index is defined as:

 (4)

where r(xtxi) is the conventional correlation coefficient between xt 
and xi, and xi is the chromatogram to be aligned. The chromatogram 
that has the smallest similarity index is regarded as the optimal target 
chromatogram.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fingerprints of the RPT samples

The fingerprints of the investigated RPT samples were cons-
tructed with their entire chromatograms. The extraction and chro-
matographic method are described in the “EXPERIMENTAL” 
section. The developed extraction and chromatographic method 
were validated. Puerarin and daidzein are two main active isofla-
vones in RPT.27 Puerarin has been used as the compulsory standard 
to authenticate the quality of RPT by the government of China.28 
The content of daidzein is also regarded as an important index to 
assess the quality of RPT in many researches.29,30 Thus, we used 
puerarin and daidzein as standards to validate the extraction and 
chromatographic method. The validation result is listed in Table 2, 

Table 1S, Table 2S, Table 3S, Table 4S, Table 5S, Table 6S, Table 
7S and Table 8S.

As shown in Table 2, the extraction method and chromatographic 
method are satisfactory. It is practicable and reasonable to regard the 
obtained chromatograms as the fingerprints of these RPT samples. 
The constructed fingerprint of the standard RPT sample is presented 
in Figure 1. And the fingerprints of the 27 RPT samples are shown 
in Figure 2a.

Alignment of the fingerprints

Firstly, the target fingerprint was selected from the fingerprints of 
all the 27 samples according to the approach described in the “che-
mometric method” section. The similarity index of these fingerprints 
was calculated and listed in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, sample F2 
has the smallest similarity index. Thus, the fingerprint of sample F2 
was used as the target fingerprint. Then, the two alignment parameters 
were optimized by using the automated algorithm presented in the “che-
mometric method” section. The average peak width is around 55 data 
points in the obtained 27 fingerprints. Correspondingly, the searching 
space of segment length and slack size was set to [26, 83] and [1, 15] 
respectively. The obtained optimal segment length is 27 and the slack 
size is 2. Figure 2b is the aligned fingerprints of these RPT samples. 
Obviously, an increase in the retention time precision afforded by the 
alignment is visible in Figure 2b. It is demonstrated that similarity index 
is a practicable index for selecting target fingerprint and ACOW is an 
effective approach for aligning fingerprints of RPT.

In addition, we aligned the fingerprints of these RPT samples 
at several empirically selected segment length and slack size. The 
selected segment length and slack size include: [segment length=30, 
slack size=15] (denoted as Alignment1), [segment length=55, slack 
size=2] (denoted as Alignment2) and [segment length=55, slack 
size=15] (denoted as Alignment3). The aligned fingerprints are shown 
in Figure 1S (in the supplementary material). These fingerprints were 
analyzed in the subsequent section as a comparison to the fingerprints 
obtained from ACOW.

Evaluating the quality of RPT samples

Similarity estimation and PCA are two conventional chemometric 

Table 2. Validation of extraction and HPLC method 

Compound Reproducibility RSD (%) Repeatability RSD (%) Stability RSD (%) Recovery (%) Recovery RSD (%)

Puerarin 2.0 1.1 1.7 101.3 1.9

Daidzein 2.6 1.9 1.0 99.4 2.5

Figure 1. Chromatographic fingerprint of the standard RPT sample
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methods which are usually used to analyze the fingerprint of TCM. 
Thus, the two methods were investigated.

Similarity estimation
Correlation coefficient is one of the most commonly used indices 

for evaluating the similarity between two fingerprints. Thus, the cor-
relation coefficient between the fingerprint of the standard sample and 
the fingerprints of the 27 RPT samples was calculated and shown in 
Table 4. In this case, the quality of the samples from the same group 
should be about the same as well as distinct from the samples from other 
groups. Correspondingly, the correlation coefficient of the samples 
from the same group should be about the same and the correlation 
coefficient of the samples from different groups should be different. 
As shown in Table 4, satisfactory result can not be obtained from un-
aligned fingerprints. In group B, E, F, there is obvious difference in the 
correlation coefficient of the samples from same group. Actually, not 
only the difference of chemical composition of the samples, but also 
the misalignment of the fingerprints, leads to the significant difference 
in correlation coefficient. The retention time shift severely impedes the 
quality evaluation of these samples. It is impracticable and unreasonable 
to calculate the correlation coefficient without aligning the fingerprints 
of these samples. Thus, correcting the retention shift is necessary to 
get a reasonable and acceptable evaluation result.

As shown in Table 4, satisfactory evaluation result was obtained 
by analyzing the aligned fingerprints. The correlation coefficient 
calculated from the aligned fingerprints is consistent with the sample 
information listed in Table 1. There is just slight difference in the 
correlation coefficient of the samples from same group, and the dif-
ference of correlation coefficient between different groups is obvious. 
Obviously, ACOW has given a reasonable and satisfactory alignment 

of these fingerprints. The alignment has corrected the retention 
time shift while simultaneously preserving the chemical selectivity 
of these fingerprints in the subsequent similarity estimation. It is 
demonstrated that ACOW is a practicable method for preprocessing 
chromatographic fingerprints prior to similarity estimation.

Then, the fingerprints obtained from Alignment1, Alignment2 and 
Alignment3 were investigated. The correlation coefficient between 
the fingerprint of the standard sample and the aligned fingerprints was 
calculated. The result is presented in Table 1S (in the supplementary 
material). As shown in the table, the quality of some RPT samples 
was not correctly evaluated. For instance, the quality of the samples 
from Group A was not reasonably evaluated after Alignment1. In 
this alignment, the used segment length and slack size is 30 and 15 
respectively. This can be considered as a combination of a small 
segment length with a large slack size. Generally, combining a small 
segment length with a large slack size will lead to interpolation steps 
over many data point and thus the possibility to align peaks efficiently, 
but this also carries the risk to undesirably change both shape and 
area of peaks. It is obvious that the fingerprints of Group A were 
unreasonably aligned in Alignment1. Similarly, the fingerprints of 
Group A, B and G were unsatisfactorily aligned in Alignment2. The 
fingerprints of Group B were unsatisfactorily aligned in Alignment3. 
Hence, it is hard to get a satisfactory aligning result by empirically 
selecting the segment length and slack size.

Table 3. Similarity index of the 27 fingerprints

No. of samples Similarity index

A1 21.08

A2 21.21

A3 20.86

B1 12.37

B2 7.31

B3 7.58

C1 7.25

C2 6.70

C3 7.06

D1 10.45

D2 7.45

D3 7.57

E1 11.35

E2 7.49

E3 8.17

F1 11.90

F2 6.58

F3 7.19

G1 8.41

G2 7.95

G3 7.38

H1 9.78

H2 9.53

H3 9.38

I1 9.10

I2 8.02

I3 8.21

Figure 2. Chromatographic fingerprints of RPT samples (a) unaligned; (b) 
aligned. The chromatographic profile from bottom to up is the fingerprint of 
A1, A2, A3, B1 …… to I3 respectively
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Principal component analysis
The result of an attempt to analyze the unaligned fingerprints is 

shown in Figure 3a, which is the score plot of PCA. The input data 
matrix was constructed with the fingerprint of the standard RPT 
sample (shown in Figure 1) and the 27 unaligned fingerprints pre-
sented in Figure 2a. The result of PCA is similar to that of similarity 
estimation. Although the chemical composition of the samples from 
same group should be about the same as well as distinct from the 
chemical composition of the samples from other groups, this can 
not be seen in Figure 3a. Similarly, the obtained score plot describes 
the misalignment of fingerprints besides the difference of chemical 
composition of these samples. These fingerprints must be aligned 
before PCA in order to correct the retention time shift. Thus, the 
fingerprint of the standard RPT sample (shown in Figure 1) and the 
27 aligned fingerprints (shown in Figure 2b) were analyzed by using 
PCA. Figure 3b is the obtained score plot. It reveals the segregation of 
the projection points into nine clusters. The clustering of the samples 
is consistent with the sample information presented in Table 1. That 
is to say, the quality of these samples has been correctly evaluated. 
Obviously, the improvement in retention time precision provided by 
the alignment results in a substantial improvement in the accuracy 
of subsequent principal component analysis. It is demonstrated that 
the used ACOW method increased retention time precision while 
simultaneously preserving the selective chemical information in these 
fingerprints. It is a practicable method to preprocess chromatographic 
fingerprints prior to PCA. In addition, according to Figure 3b, Group 
C, D and F are more similar to the standard sample than other groups. 

The difference between the standard sample and Group B and H is 
larger than the difference between the standard sample and other 
groups. Obviously, the result of PCA is accordance with the result 
of similarity estimation.

Then, the fingerprints obtained from Alignment1, Alignment2 
and Alignment3 were analyzed by using PCA. The obtained score 
plots are shown in Figure 2S (in the supplementary material). Similar 
to similarity estimation, the quality of some RPT samples was not 
correctly evaluated. For instance, it is hardly to correctly evaluate the 
quality of sample A1, A3, D2 according to Figure 2S(a). Similarly, it 
is hard to classify the group of sample D2 according Figure 2S(b) and 
Figure 2S(c). Thus, empirically selecting the segment length and slack 
size is not a good choice for aligning these fingerprints prior to PCA.

CONCLUSIONS

The successful classification of the investigated samples demon-
strates the practicability of the proposed method. The classification of 
these samples comprises three steps. The fist step is constructing the 
fingerprints of RPT samples. The second step is aligning the obtained 
fingerprints, and the third step is analyzing the aligned fingerprints by 
using similarity estimation or PCA. Without aligning the fingerprints, 
the quality of these samples cannot be correctly evaluated. After 
correcting the retention time shift, satisfactory evaluation result was 
obtained. Obviously, the alignment of fingerprints is a crucial step to 
evaluate the quality of these samples. Moreover, it is demonstrated 

Table 4. Correlation coefficient between the standard sample and 27 samples

Group
No. of 

samples

Before alignment After ACOWa

Correlation 
coefficient

Standard 
deviation

Correlation 
coefficient

Standard 
deviation

A

A1 0.4913

0.0012

0.9488

0.0071A2 0.4889 0.9496

A3 0.4900 0.9476

B

B1 0.7196

0.0940

0.8848

0.0088B2 0.9012 0.8855

B3 0.8529 0.8936

C

C1 0.8725

0.0216

0.9494

0.0061C2 0.9153 0.9474

C3 0.8894 0.9488

D

D1 0.8247

0.0053

0.9654

0.0025D2 0.8352 0.9642

D3 0.8310 0.9622

E

E1 0.7888

0.0764

0.9299

0.0042E2 0.9310 0.9374

E3 0.9082 0.9370

F

F1 0.7300

0.1329

0.9693

0.0025F2 0.9683 0.9683

F3 0.9512 0.9663

G

G1 0.8053

0.0339

0.9399

0.0065G2 0.8370 0.9335

G3 0.8730 0.9390

H

H1 0.7529

0.0156

0.8765

0.0051H2 0.7669 0.8715

H3 0.7840 0.8664

I

I1 0.7679

0.0316

0.9273

0.0039I2 0.8271 0.9253

I3 0.8165 0.9161
aThe fingerprints were aligned at segment length=27 and slack size=2.

Figure 3. Score plot of PCA resulted from (a) unaligned fingerprints; (b) 
aligned fingerprints
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that ACOW is a practicable method for aligning the chromatographic 
fingerprints of RPT. It can increase retention time precision while 
simultaneously preserving the selective chemical information of 
fingerprints. Thus, the aligned fingerprints can be used to evaluate 
the quality of RPT samples.

Although the proposed method is demonstrated here for dealing 
with chromatographic fingerprints of RPT, it is also essentially suit-
able for chromatographic fingerprints of other TCM and might be ap-
plied to TCM fingerprints generated from other separation techniques 
such as GC, HPTLC and capillary electrophoresis.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material includes 2 figures (Figure 1S, Figure 
2S) and 9 tables (Table 1S to Table 9S). They are available at http://
quimicanova.sbq.org.br (.pdf format) with free access.
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